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With the rapid increase of domestic electric power market, power supply service 
industries will face fierce competition, the power marketing informationization 
gradually accelerated, the use of the power marketing management system and 
development become inevitable. Uses the power marketing management system, to 
fully understand their jurisdiction for the current usage of electricity, electricity bills 
receivable and paid-in electricity, owe cost management, and other operating 
conditions. In addition, the system also can achieve the quality of staff appraisal, 
standardize work process management, improve the work efficiency, improve the level 
of customer service for reasonable sell electricity, electricity purchasing to provide 
important basis. Main research contents of this article are as follows: 
First, this article is based on Delphi framework and Microsoft SQL Server2000 
database was designed and implemented a set electric marketing management system. 
System covers all kinds of business include interior worker role and authority setting, 
customer’s business acceptance, business process, electricity bills recovery query, line 
loss statistic analysis .system is divided into four function modules as system 
management module, business expansion management, module, the electricity 
recovery management module, and line loss management modules, and solved system 
user authority setting, business expansion service, the electricity bill recovery query, 
the real-time track of line loss management, and other key issues.  
Second, Paper based on the waterfall model for software engineering design, 
detailed introduces the power marketing management system of business requirements, 
functional requirements, non-functional requirements, system architecture design, 
function design and database design. And system management, electricity recovery 
management, line loss management, industry expansion four main functions, the 
realization of the system environment, interface design is given and key function 
modules of code implementation process, the system function and performance test 
results is given. 
Through the research and development of the project implementation, effective, 
relatively significantly reduced the department staff information statistics electricity 














electricity intelligent management. 
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